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Abstract 

The mathematical entropy - unlike physical entropy - is simply a measure of unifor
mity for probability distributions in general. So understood, conditional entropies have 
the same logical structure as conditional probabilities. If, as is sometimes supposed, con
ditional probabilities are time-reversible, then so are conditional entropies and, paradoxi
cally, both then share this symmetry with physical equations of motion. The paradox is, of 
course, that probabilities yield a direction to time both in statistical mechanics and quan
tum mechanics, while the equations of motion do not. The supposed time-reversibility 
of both conditionals seems also to involve a form of retrocausality that is related to, but 
possibly not the same as, thai described by Costa de Beauregard. The retrocausality is 
paradoxically at odds with the generally presumed irreversibility of the quantum mechan
ical measurement process. Further paradox emerges if the supposed time-reversibility of 
the conditionals is linked with the idea that the thermodynamic entropy is the same thing 
as "missing information" since this confounds the thermodynamic and mathematical en
tropies. However, it is shown that imvertibility is a formal consequence of conditional 
entropies and, hence, of conditional probabilities also. 

Acknowledgement: This paper was written while the author was a guest of the Insti
tut für Theoretische Physik, University of Vienna; the author is glad for the opportunity 
to thank the Institut for its generous hospitality and intellectual stimulation. 
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1 Introduction 
The objective in this paper is to construct a simple but logically consistent way of linking 
the basic formalism of conditional probabilities with temporal processes. The construction 
is made step by step, with emphasis on questions of interpretation, since this is the best 
way to expose any intrinsic weaknesses of the approach taken. The main result consists 
in showing that irreversibility is a formal consequence of conditional probabilities. 

This result is brought out in an especially revealing way by considering conditional 
entropies. Except where the context shows otherwise, the word 'entropy' is used here in 
the mathematical sense of its being a functional measure, //(pi, —,R,), of the uniformity 
of any probability distribution and, thereby, of the uncertainty associated with probabili
ties (e.g. Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Khinchin, 1957; Jaynes, 1957). Numerous confusions 
arise if this meaning of 'entropy' is confounded with the thermodynamic entropy; this is
sue is mentioned briefly in section 2, but otherwise we are concerned only with conditional 
entropies in the sense stated above and, hence, with conditional probabilities. 

The lengthy discussion, also in section 2, of the motivations for this study seems 
unavoidable in view of a widespread tendency in modern physics to dismiss genuine 
anomalies on the basis of superficial arguments. Presumably, this reflects the view that 
physics is too secure for such anomalies to have serious content. 

2 Questions of Motivation 
The fact that time does not appear in the mathematical definition of conditional proba
bilities is not decisive when it comes to using those probabilities. This is not surprising 
since it is well known that many of the fundamental concepts of probability theory are al
ready rooted in empical considerations, so that the mathematical theory is found to have 
wide applications in the analysis of empirical problems. However, the use of probabilities 
in connection with time is not free from anomalies. 

On the one hand, it is widely believed that fact-like irreversibility, which finds the
oretical expression in the second law of thermodynamics, is best understood through 
statistical mechanics where irreversibility arises through the use of probabilities. 

On the other hand, because time does not appear in the usual definition of conditional 
probabilities, it is sometimes supposed that time, and therefore its direction, is irrelevant 
to their consideration (Costa de Beauregard, 1988). In the case of quantum conditional 
probabilities, i.e., the squared moduli of transition amplitudes, this supposed irrelevance 
of time can be understood as implying that conditional probabilities satisfy the time-
symmetric property of the Schrodinger equation of motion for the quantum wave function 
(Costa de Beauregard, 1977; 1988; Penrose, 1979). 

Since the second thermodynamic law attaches a direction to time, while the invariance 
of physical equations under time-reversal does not, it is widely supposed that thermody
namics and mechanics rest on mutually incompatible foundations. It is thereby anomalous 
to find (hat probability arguments are used for irreversible processes in the one case and 
for reversible processes in the other. 
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Moreover, the situation becomes increasingly anomalous when one takes into ac
count Wigner's argument concerning the essentially dualistic way in which the quantum-
mechanical wave function changes continuously [and time-rcversibly] according to 
Schrodinger's equation of motion, and also discontinuously, according to probability laws, 
when a measurement is carried out (Wigner, 1963). The discontinuity, i.e., "collapse of 
the wave function" - in accordance with probability laws - is also considered to introduce 
an essential irreversibility into quantum mechanics notwithstanding the time-symmetric 
equation of motion. This, Wigner considers to be the essential dualism of quantum me
chanics. 

There is therefore no lack of evidence for anomalous uses of probabilities in connection 
with time in physics. Indeed, the present paper grew out of an analysis of the idea that 
the thermodynamic entropy is the same thing as "missing information". Since the former 
is defined to be a physical variable of state while the latter is defined in terms of the 
observer's uncertainty, the equivalence in question leads to the anomaly that properties 
of the observer are identified with a physical variable of state which, through probability 
considerations, is directly associated with irreversibility. A startling feature of this is that 
the same identification, thermodynamic entropy = "missing information", is used by Costa 
de Beauregard in his arguments connecting retrocausality with the time-reversibility of 
conditional probabilities and, hence, with conditional entropies. 

The foregoing paragraph has nearly caught us in the trap we wish to avoid, namely, 
that of confounding the mathematical and the thermodynamic entropies. The trap is 
based on formal appearances. The mathematical entropy is a functional measure, 

H(Pt,",Pn)--Y^Pilogpi, (1) 

of the uniformity of any probability distribution; exchanging H for S, and the unit pro
portionality constant for Jk, it is formally identical with the probabilistic form of the 
Boltzmann relation S = klo&W. Shannon called /f(pi, . . . ,p n ) "information" or "en
tropy", equivalently; he connected the word 'entropy' with its use in thermodynamics, 
but also proved that H uniquely satisfies certain general criteria applicable to any prob
ability distribution. Later, Brillouin changed its algebraic sign and called the resulting 
function "negentropy" or "information", equivalently; since he retained the thermody
namic meaning of 'entropy' in this process, it gave rise to the idea that the thermodynamic 
entropy is the same thing as "missing information". All we wish to point out here is the 
following. Irrespective of algebraic sign, Boltzmann's use of relation (1) as a measure of 
probabilistic properties of a physical system is certainly consonant with using the same 
measure for the human uncertainty associated with the distribution of those probabilities; 
but using the same measure does not make the entities measured into one and the same 
thing, nor does it make one of the entities the negative of the other. We shall not dwell 
on this topic further; it constitutes the subject-matter of a forthcoming paper (see, also, 
Stuart, 1985). 

With the foregoing caveat in mind, we now return to the anomalies arising from 
the conjunction of time and conditional probabilities. One might suppose that they are 
not genuine anomalies but, instead, merely reflections of discrepant choices as to how 
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we regard time: since conditional probability is a purely logical relation, it leaves us 
free to choose time as one-way or two-way and we ought not to be surprised if the 
different choices lead to different outcomes. But this does not offer a way out since the 
different choices as regards time lead to different physics, each of which can be defended as 
being mathematically sound. In that light, it seems worthwhile asking whether conditional 
probability really does leave us free in the matter of its temporal interpretations. 

Provided 'entropy' is understood in the sense stated in the introduction, nothing is 
lost if we consider the foregoing question in terms of conditional entropies. Indeed, that 
choice not only makes for simple notation, it also brings out central issues in an especially 
clear way. 

3 Temporal Considerations 
One is then concerned with a finite probability space, A, for which the mathematical 
entropy H(A) has been claculated, and with the conditional entropy, H(A\B), which 
concerns what happens to the quantity H(A) when we introduce the information, B, 
that was "missing", i.e., not available, when H(A) was calculated. 

For simplicity, we consider the discrete case where A is defined by the set of ordered 
pairs: 

A={(«,p).)r=1, (2) 
with the normalization constraint, £,- pf- = 1. The entropy H{A) is zero only if one of the 
probabilities p; equals unity and all the others are zero; in all other cases the entropy is 
positive and assumes its largest value when all the p,- equal 1/n. In what follows we always 
assume H(A) ^ 0, corresponding to the idea that H, being a measure of the uniformity 
of the distribution of the various p,, is also a measure of uncertainty as to which of the 
elements a* might be realized in an actual experiment. This is relevant since, from the 
logical point of view, (A\B) is an operator relation and it is clear that there is simply no 
motivation for bringing B to act on A if H{A) = 0. 

We then consider an actual experiment, the possible outcomes of which are described 
by A. For further simplicity, we suppose that the experiment has a definite outcome which 
we symbolize as B, on the understanding that B corresponds to just one a; in A. Once 
we know B has occurred, we can only assign it the probability p(B) = 1 and, hence, 
H(B) = 0, so that H(B) f H(A). We note that this implies logical irreversibility since 

H(A\B) ? H{B\A) iff H(A) ? H(B). 

However, this says nothing about temporal irreversibility, so we now have to consider the 
situation from a temporal point of view. 

Since (A\B) expresses a logical operator-relation, it seems natural that we should 
regard its temporal expression as corresponding to a process of some sort. On logical 
grounds, the operation of B on A requires that A exists, otherwise thre is nothing for 
£ to act upon. Evidently, the corresponding temporal relation is that A is prior to B. 
In this, we note that the event B must occur at some definite time, otherwise it would 
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not be an event. But it is a matter of indifference whether B occurs before or after A is 
formulated since we cannot bring B to bear on A until after A has come into existence. It 
is also clear that (A\B) cannot be formulated before both A and B come into existence, 
but nothing is lost if we assume that (A\B) is formulated a negligibly short time after 
B occurs. In light of these considerations, it will be convenient to use the following time 
indices: 

H(A)tl, H(B)h, and H{A\B)ti. (3) 
We now have to consider reversibility. Since this can be expressed in different ways, we 

have to adopt one that is appropriate. With the notion of process, we associate the idea 
that some measurable property either changes or it does not. For reversible processes, we 
have it that, irrespective of the path taken, the final value can also transform into what 
was the initial value. In the case we are considering, the only relevant path is time itself; 
so such a process is time-reversible if reversing the direction of time takes the later value 
into its earlier value. 

This corresponds to one of the meanings, (a) below, of "reversibility" as understood in 
the sense required by the invariance of physical equations of motion under the operation 
of time-reversal. This meaning, (a), is illustrated by situations in which, with forward 
time and motion at constant velocity, the motion goes from x,- to x/, while with reversed 
time we have reversed velocity and the motion goes from Xj to x,-. The second meaning, 
(b), requires that we interchange the initial and final conditions when reversing time, so 
that we get the same result whichever way time goes. From now on we shall call case 
(a) reversibility of the first kind and (b) reversibility of the second kind. Both kinds 
are entailed by the physical equations of motion. We note that Loschmidt drew upon 
reversibility of the first kind in his argument against Boltzmann's ft-theorem; had only 
reversal of the second kind been needed, there would have been no argument to propose. 

Clearly, our original specification of reversibility, which corresponds to the first kind, 
provides a weaker criterion than does the composition of reversibility of both kinds. On 
the other hand, we have associated that composition with the invariance of equations of 
motion under time-reversal, and this is scarcely applicable to the very simple case we 
are considering. For one thing, only two fixed time-points are defined for us and, with 
respect to these, we can attach no clear meaning to the hidden intermediate states that 
are implied by writing A/f/ ± A*. 

However, there is a further meaning of reversibility which fits in a natural way 
with the conditional probability (A\B) being logically an operator-relation. As regards 
time-rversal, this is the case in which reversibility requires that entities with later time-
coordinates can affect those with earlier ones. Not only does this conform with the formal 
character of conditional probability, it also frees us from problems arising from temporal 
continuity, while covering reversals of the first and second kind also. We shall designate 
this relation as logico-temporal reversibility (LTR). In order not to beg the question at 
issue, we assume that LTR is valid. 

We now want to see whether the time-indexing (3) behaves in a meaningful way both 
when A and B are stochastically independent and when there is dependence. 
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4 Independence 
When A and B are stochastically independent, the combined entropy H(AB) is 

H(AB) = H(A)ti+H(B)t„ 

suggesting that we might try to write the combined entropy as H(AB)tl+tj. In that case, 
the corresponding definition for the conditional entropy is 

H(A\B)h = H(AB)h+t7 - H(B)H. 

Clearly, the time indices do not balance in the way required by ordinary dimensional 
considerations. But with A and B independent, we have 

H(A\B)h = [H (A)tl + H(B)h) - H{B)tt = H^, (4) 

where the leftmost and rightmost time indices can be taken to mean that the situation 
at time t2 is the same as at time *,, which is just what we mean by the "stochastic 
independence" of A and B. 

5 Dependence 
Here H(AB) £ H(A)tl + H(B)h, so we have to consider what to do about the time-
indexing of H(AB). Using the basic definition of the combined entropy, we can write 

H(AB) = H(B)h + H(A\B)t7. (5) 

But according to the specifications of section 2, H{A\B)h = 0 after B is known; so we 
are led to write 

H{AB)h = H(B)h. (5a) 
We note that / / (£ ) — 0 is fully consonant with both the dependent and independent 

cases, but we are now interested only in the time indices in connection with relation (5). 
In the dependent case, H{A) does not appear as a separate term in the basic formalism 
for the combined entropy since we are then interested in the latter only in connection 
with B. Thus, from (5a) we have 

H{AB)h - H(B)H = Oo, (6) 

where the zero index may be understood as meaning that there are no further entities to 
consider. 

6 Comparison of the Two Cases 
We now have it that the time index on the combined entropy distinguishes the cases 
where A and B are independent or dependent, respectively. Thus we have 

indt^nienet: H{AB\lMt = H{A\ + H{B)H, (7) 
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dependence: H(AB)h = H{B),2. (8) 

Alternatively, we can write 

independence: H(AB)tl+h = H(A\B)h + H(B)t7J (7a) 

where the time indices show that H(A)tl is entailed; and 

dependence: H(AB)h = H{A\B)h + H(B)U, (8a) 

where the time indices show that one of the right-hand terms must be zero or, indeed, 
that relation (8) must be satisfied; but here the indices make no provision for taking 
H{A)h into account. 

Using the relations (7) - (8a), we can write Shannon's fundamental inequality as 

H(A\B)ta < H(A)tl, (9) 

where equality holds in the independent case and inequality in the case of dependence. 
In the latter case we have 

H{A)U > 0, (10) 
whereas this goes unnoted in relations {8) and (8a). We now go on to consider what that 
discrepancy means. 

7 The Converse Conditionals 
Central to the foregoing problem is the requirement that we should have a dear under
standing of the provenance of any term carrying a time index. So far as formal provision 
is concerned, we have by definition: H(A) = H(AB) — H(B\A). But this raises the dif
ficulty that it requires the formally defined H(A) to come into existence at tj. This is 
obvious from considering the time indices involved; clearly, they must be reversed since 
we are now concerned with the situation in which A is known from observation, while B 
is the probability space. Thus we have H(B),t a nd 

H(A)h^H(AB)-H(B\A)tt 

where, just as before, H(AB) will have the indexing <i + f% or tj according as A and B 
are independent or dependent. In the latter case, the index reversal yields 

H(A)htH(A)h (11) 

and, expanding in the indices: 

H(^t\BH)h * H(Btt\AH)H. (12) 

This does not settle the matter of reversibility of the second kind since we still have 
matt«* which remain unclear. However, the question immediately arises as to whether 
/f(£|>4)t, can legitimately be brought to bear on a consideration of H(A\t. 
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8 The Entities 
In considering the question just raised, it is apprpriate to regard t\ and t2 as separate 
and distinct times. We can represent the situation by considering time-indexed sets Att 

and Atj with 
AtinAt7=Oy (13) 

together with corresponding equivalence classes 

[ 4 , n [ 4 = 0- (14) 

These sets and their equivalence classes are disjoint not only by virtue of the stipulated 
time-indexing; they are categorically distinct on their own merit. For the elements of [«4]tj 

are equivalent precisely because all of them are probability spaces, while those of [̂ tjt, 
are all empirical events; thus, eg., Ah and Bt7 both belong to the equivalence [A]^. 

We therefore see that the relations (11) - (14) do not arise simply in consequence of 
time-indexing considered as an arbitrary and purely formal device; nor does relation (lis) 
arise simply because H(A\t and H(B)h may have different numerical values. With the 
relations (11) and (12) thus clarified, we can now answer the question raised at the end 
of sectioa 7. Because Au and A^ satisfy relation (11), then relation (12) establishes that 
it is not legitimate to bring H(B\A) to bear on a dependency situation denned in terms 
of H(A\B). Then, if consistency is to be respected, we must have it that the presence of 
H(A) in relation (10) cannot be justified simply on the basis of its formal definition. We 
now have to consider the meaning of H in the relation (10). 

With dependence we have 
#«, < Htr (15) 

However, relation (10) is clearly time-independent cad this means that the uncertainty 
it asserts as existing at <i, is not affected by the situation obtaining at <?. If we disallow 
this, then we cannot grant cay clear meaning to relation (10) since we have already seen 
that the presence of H(A) in it has no provision through the formal definition of H{A). 
On the other hand, the uncertainty at f i does not affect the situation obtaining at i%\ this 
is why <i does not appear in relations (8) and (8a). We are now done with the discrepancy 
raised at the end of section 6. 

It is important to be dear about the implication of the foregoing paragraph. The 
central point is that when we write H(Atl\B^)Hl the entire bracket is assigned to t%. 
Clearly, if H(A\B)t, = 0, this docs not mean that H(A\, m 0; if H did, we should then 
have H{A\B) = H{A), and than no longer have dependence. Hence, in the dependent 
case we not only always have 

we also have it that Hu dots not cease to exist in consequence of Hh. 
The arguments in the present section have rested in an essential way on the relevance 

empirical events, and brtimn «miens entities and their mt—rei. With the apparatus 
thus far developed, we now go on to consider the mam question before as. 
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In accordance with the specifications given in section 3, if we substitute the conditional 
probability P(a.j\B) for the conditional entropy H(A\B), then the arguments applied to 
the latter will, with suitable modifications of detail, apply to the former. 

In section 3 we also introduced the relation LTR with components (a) and (b) corre
sponding to the two components of the time-symmetric property of physical equations of 
motion. As regards the latter, we can symbolize the components, reversibility of the first 
and second kinds, respectively, along the following lines for the case we are considering: 

At 

i» U*2). 
«*,;' = {1,2}; i*j. (17) 

Although the motions symbolized in (17) presumably have a Newtonian force as their 
causal agent, the relations shown concern only transformations between values of x at t 
and j ; there is no suggestion that *, affects xy, or the converse. 

On the other hand, LTR asserts that entities with later time coordinates can mffeet 
those with earlier ones; so LTR is not the same thing as the time-reversed relations 
expressed in (17). Indeed, since the conditionals {A\B) and {B\A) already express the 
effect one entity has on another, then LTR finds direct expression through the time-
indexing we have attached to the conditionals. We also see that the question of causality 
seems to be entailed by LTR shnpry through the idea of one thing having an effect on 
another. Since LTR concerns only the time-reversed case, then it aeons to specify a form 
of retrocausality. Thus, couespondiag, to the time-reversed cases in (17), we have: 

LTJH«): *(AI*,) * «(*>)> («•) 
LTty): B(AJM = JrCfttPsJ- (18») 

In the particular case we are considering, we could also write (18a) as: 

LTKV): HiAdBJ * 0. with * ( * , ) # 0 . (18-0 

Relations (18s, «0 state that the vahse of IT for the entity A at *, is changed hi conse
quence of the action of the later entity B. Rektion (18b) states that relations (18s, «0 
are preserved if the earlier and Inter conditions are Jntereaangsd, 

Vkwom*iantotmamaku*p*mim.Omti*omhmi,tdri^{ltm,^»fMm& 
relation (16): Hh f Hu. 0» the ether hand, (18b) contradicts relation (12) since the 
latter asserts ntfqeaRty between the snssc tenm v/bkh (18b) seta equal. 

Relation (11) is guaranteed by conjunction since it is an isninediale cnunsenaice of 
the cotrtructions (11) and (14). Bet telatieo (12) is an immediate mnnqeran of (II). 
Therefore, relation (12) is vnBd; and so (18b) is not. By eifailiun, what is true of LTR 
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is also true of conditional probabilities. We therefore have it that conditional probability 
does not yield reversibility of the second kind and, hence, neither does it yield retro-
causality of the second kind. 

The apparent agreement between (18a, a') and (16) is superficial and arises only 
from neglecting the content of the formalism. This is made clear by taking into ac
count the penultimate paragraph of section 8. Thus, if we consider (18a'), the bracket in 
H(Atl\Bt3) = 0 must carry the index t2 since it can only refer to the situation obtaining 
at t%. This is obvious because the B inside the bracket does not come into consideration 
until t3. But if the situation at ij makes H(Atl) = 0, in consequence of the action of 
B at tj, we then have it that (4) is satisfied. But (4) obtains only when A and B are 
mutually independent. Hence, when understood in the manner demanded by LTR, (loV) 
is sdf-incopsistent and exactly the same applies with (18a). LTR is therefore invalid for 
reversibility of the first kind; hence, conditional probability yields neither reversibility 
or retrocausality of the first kind. Since we have already excluded those of the second 
kind, we now have it that conditional probability, and conditional entropy, directly entail 
irreversibility. 

10 Concluding Remarks 
As mentioned in section 2, this paper grew out of an analysis of the idea thai aWmto-
djnutmic entropy is the same thing as "missing information". Analysis of that idea, to 
say nothing of its actual use in physics, most take seriously the const ructions (13) and 
(14) above. The results obtained in this paper also imply that reversing the time variable 
does not reverse the mathematical entropy. This has obvious implications for those cos-
mologkal arguments hi which the thermodynamic entropy is treated as the same thing 
as "missing information" 

The situation as regards quantum conditional probabilities, also mentioned in section 
2, is complicated by the vexing question of uiemsibtlity in connection with the nsjntum 
measurement process. This wul be discussed in a subsequent paper; hot I befceve that 
one fit rat M* of the situation can be eliminated, namely, the Copenhagen inlfi ffH at wn 
of quantum nwrhanici, since I iMWsWwaelsewhe^ 
is iateraally inconsistent (Stuart, ISfJf). 

Also as regard« section 2,1 believe it is correct to say that the main result obtained 
hi this paper is iuconvetible with Costa de Beanregard's views concerning »tretansa 

that dynamical WuiusJbiwtj is csnapatible with the Newtonian eajuations of nsatian. 
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